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t n .ulv.ii.uu. of extraordinary cheap water power— as low,
If .'M'N*: toVrufessor S. P. Thompson, as ^ part of a penny
1*1 1 Li1, -he ui— and it is clear therefore that unless some
\ti-y c! tap source of power is rendered available here also it
»uli not bt possible for this country to produce its own
.arbitlt. (ah "urn carbide, In its purest form, is used for
the production of acetylene for lighting purposes, "but a
k>s and cheaper kind can be used in the preparation of
for which the demand is on an altogether
and	when heated together to a temperature of
C.   produce   calcium   carbide,  combining   in
the following chemical formula —
f CO.
is carried out in an. electric furnace worked
by	or alternating current, although as the latter
of a higher voltage transmission and simple trans-
it is usually preferred.   It is a high temperature
not an electrolytic one, thus permitting either
of current to be used.   In the above equation the CO
away as a by-product, and carries with it one-third
of the	used.   This gas might of course be collected
its thermal value used say for the heating up of  the
of	and coke, for the earlier part of the  great
necessary.   The amount of current needed
to	i ton of calcium carbide is about f H.P.-year.
Blount in his Practical Electro-Chemistry remarks •:
— "The	gas (from coke ovens and blast furnaces)
be         with economy in large gas engines of 500 or 1,000
H JP.,	thus obtained almost as cheaply as from a
For -example, at an inclusive cost of -^d. per
H.P.-hour, which is by no means unattainable, the price per
H*P.~year is £3 13*., a figure which approaches that   of a
cheap water-power.   The real obstacle to   the
of such power is not its cost, but the some-
for carbide, causing it to be readily
by any great increase of supply ; even with   that
however, the manufacturer having cheap   coke

